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Please describe in 150 words, what do you love about open water swimming? 

I love the freedom and being out in nature, and every swim is different. We have so many 

great swimming spots in Ireland. Its outdoors and its free.  There was a surge in interest in 

open water swimming during the pandemic, people realised its benefits and began going for 

a swim or a dip.  Cold water swimming is known for its benefits to mental health, different 

people, from all walks of life are part of the community and join each other for a swim. 

State in 150 words, what inspired you to become an open water swimming coach? 

I got involved in triathlons in 2013, and I am a member of Lanesboro Triathlon Club. My 

favourite discipline was always the swim. I coach with Longford Swimming Club, and I 

always had an interest in Open Water Coaching if it became available. I gained the Level 2 

Open Water Coach qualification 2 years ago, and then got involved with coaching the Swim 

Ireland Open Water Programmes.  

From this I have met so many people, who may have different goals, some to be able to 

swim 200m out of their depth and some to compete in open water races or triathlons, but 

they all have one thing in common – a love of swimming. I love seeing how much progress 

they make, achieving these goals, from the first session until the final one.   



Discuss in 150 words, what qualities do you have that help you to be successful as an open 

water coach?  

I am a second level teacher and I love open water swimming, and I try to combine the two 

when planning my sessions- I take part I open water races myself, and I swim with The 

Lough Ree Orcas, our local outdoor swimming group, all year round.  A Lot of the swimmers 

from the Swim Ireland sessions go on to join this group afterwards, there is a level for 

everyone, and it really is a community.  

Describe in 200 words, what is your favourite memory from coaching?  

My favourite memory is something that I see every year with the Beach to Buoy groups. In 

Lanesboro for example, there is a swim course set out, it is about 450 metres.  We always 

tell the group on the first night of the session, that by the end of the 6 weeks, they will be 

completing this course. It can seem daunting the first night, but they always surprise 

themselves and complete it by the end. What stays with me is the sense of achievement and 

boost in confidence that we see every time when they complete this goal. 


